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An iterative scheme in which all the components of the matrix of 
unknowns are varied at each step is discussed for an absolute-value linear 
programming problem from structural design. Global convergence is 
shown for this scheme, and several cases in which it can be applied to 
more common programming problems are considered. 
There exists in structural design a commonly used but poorly understood 
iterative procedure. While the procedure seems to be dealing with safety 
requirements, in Ref. [I] it was shown to relate to the problem of minimizing 
weight for a simplified model of truss design (a nonlinear programming 
problem) and local convergence criteria were obtained. In this paper the 
iterative procedure is examined for its own sake as a method for the solution 
of linear programming problems. Global convergence is demonstrated for a 
specific absolute-value problem which is subsequently shown to solve some 
special cases of a more general linear programming problem. 
THE DUAL SYSTEM 
A rather peculiar dual linear programming system [l] which arises in 
structural design has the form 
minimize 
maximize 
cp=Ejxll Ax=d 
y5 = czu I I Au I B c (1) 
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The problem is to find the column matrices x and u which satisfy system (1) 
given the column matrices c > 0 and d and the II x m (row by column) 
matrix A of rank n. The absolute value is applied component-wise here so 
that, e.g., 
The problem is peculiar both in the use of the absolute value and the fact 
that x and I( are unrestricted in sign. 
The iterative scheme associated with system (I) may be developed by 
first assuming that 
x = BA-u (3) 
in which B is an unknown diagonal matrix whose nonzero components are 
positive, i.e. 
Big >, 0 (i = I,..., m). 
In general, for a given B, u is computed as 
u = (ABA)-l d (4) 
and then x is computed from u using Eq. (3). This has the effect of trans- 
forming the original problem of finding x and u into one of finding B and thus 
restricting the class of solutions considered. But it can be seen later that the 
solution thus received both is feasible and also satisfies the optionality require- 
ment that 9 = # and therefore constitutes an optimal program. The iterative 
scheme used for B is simply 
or 
~(n+l)~ = fp) 1 &~B(Q)A)-~ d j 
B!?+l) = B., 21 jr) [I &4B’n’&1 d lli ci. (i = I,..., m) 
in which the superscript in parenthesis denotes the iteration number. 
While the motivation of this algorithm is not completely understood, its 
dominant feature seems to be that of coupling of the primal and dual prob- 
lems (Eq. (3)). This coupling provides a method (Eqs. (3-4)) of obtaining 
feasible programs for the primal problem which incidentally are not feasible 
dual programs. Viewing Eq. (5) as an attempt to satisfy the condition p = +!J, 
the original programming problem is now reduced to a problem of satisfying 
a system of nonlinear simultaneous equations. It may be noted that in its 
present applications the matrix ABJ is sparse which allows the computation 
of u from Eq. (4) at relatively low cost. 
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GLOBAL CONVERGENCE 
THEOREM [2]. Using the algorithm described in Eqs. (3-5) 
9) In' < #n-l'. 
PROOF. It is convenient here to introduce a new quantity, 
v = Au (6) 
and note first of all that 
LEMMA. Ifdn) and A+-~) are feasible solutions of the primal problem (l), 
then 
fjcn'p'vcn' = p'~(n-l'v("-l'* 
PROOF OF LEMMA. Since xtn) and x(+-l) are feasible 
Ax(n) = Ax(n-l' =d. 
Multiplying first by Z?(%) gives 
Jh'&h' =U"h'~Xw-l' 
From Eq. (6) it then follows that 
fp'X(n' = fyn'X(n-l' 
which completes the proof of the lemma upon the application of Eq. (3). 
Using Eq. (6), the iterative scheme, Eq. (5), may be written 
p+l'c = pz' 1 v(n' ) (7) 
from which it follows that 
@' =E] &a) j =EJ jplvbz' ) =tJjB("' ) vh' j (g3B(n+l'C > () 
(8) 
by using first Eqs. (3, 6), then Eq. (4), and finally Eq. (7). Applying the 
Schwarz inequality, 
[cp’]2 = p”’ ] v(n) I)” < (tp’c) (I $p’ 1 fj(“’ ) VW’ I) (9) 
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it then follows that 
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[471)]2 < ~(11-l'(~f(n'~fr~'~l721) (using Eq. (8)) 
< ~(n-l)(a(n)B(n-l)~(~-l)) (using the lemma) 
< 9)‘“~I’( 1 $7f), B(n-I, ; Z,(n-ll I) 
:< p (fi-l)(i ,c(?Z) j B(VL)c) (using Eq. (7)) 
d ($pl’ 9 (72’ 
or 
9-J (n) ,< p'l"-l' 
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
The global convergence proof is now completed by noting the fact that p 
is therefore monotone decreasing but greater than zero and than p(n) = y(%+l) 
implies an optimal solution. 
REDUCTION TO STANDARD FORM 
The remaining sections of this paper deal with the question of the general- 
ity of this dual system and its associated iterative scheme. As a first step, the 
system will be put into a “standard form” [3]. 
Introducing the usual nonnegative variables X+ and X- where 
x = xf - x-- 
and 
x+ = maximum [0, X] 
X- = maximum [0, - x] 
and then assembling the matrices, 
the dual system, Eq. (I), appears as the standard form 
minimize 
G?Xj&X=d, x20 
maximize 
dul a&,(~ 
SOME SPECIAL CASES 
Al 
(10) 
Equations (10) provides a perhaps trivial special case for which the iterative 
scheme described here may be used to solve a more common type of problem: 
The case for which it is possible to reduce the system given in standard form 
directly to the absolute-value problem. 
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Another rather trivial example is the case in which the absolute value 
problem has a positive solution which therefore automatically becomes a 
solution to a problem in standard form. 
Finally, it is possible to examine the case in which the solution for a prob- 
lem in standard form, 
minimize 
vs = tx / Ax = d, X30 (11) 
also solves the primal absolute-value problem of Eq. (1). Assuming that a 
solution, X, for Eq. (11) is known, it is possible to then re-order the equations 
so that 
T = [-2-1 = [-4!“] (12) 
where the matrix A has been partitioned into the form 
A = [ATi AL]. 
In general, because of the assumption concerning the rank of A, 
(13) 
and 
x7 = A-,‘(d - A& (14) 
from which follows an optimality condition for X, 
For the absolute-value problem the optimately condition is a little more 
difficult. In this case it may be shown that 
by using a solution again in the form of Eq. (14). In general, in the neigh- 
borhood of a point x for which j xL j << 1, Eq. (17) becomes 
p = E, 1 A;’ d 1 - ETA;lAL~L sgn(ATl d) + EL j xL j 
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For the particular case of the point X, for which not only is 1 xL ( < 1 but also 
9 = A,l d > 0 since 5 is a solution of the standard problem, it follows that 
y = F,(A-,‘(d ~- ALxL)) + tL / xL / (19) 
and that 
/ CL 1 2 / &@& 1 (20) 
if a given solution of the standard problem is also to be a solution of the 
absolute-value problem. Clearly, there is a large class of problems for which 
c > 0, but whether the class of problems which satisfy both Eq. (16) and 
Eq. (20) is large or not is as yet unknown. 
CLOSING REMARKS 
While there are now apparently no algorithms in common usage which 
vary all the components of the matrix of the unknowns simultaneously, it 
remains an interesting concept, particularly for large systems. The key to the 
existence of such an algorithm for the absolute-value problem discussed 
here seems to be the ability to construct feasible solutions to the primal 
problem using Eqs. (3-4). The generalization of this step for more general 
problems, say the standard form, therefore remains a challenge with con- 
siderable potential return. 
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